ELITE BATH INC…
ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
PROTECTIVE COATING

Elite Bath Inc…warrants the protective coating of its patina’s bronze sinks to be free of defects, for one year,
from date of consumer purchase. If any such defects occur in normal and proper residential use, Elite Bath Inc.
will repair or replace sink at its discretion. Damage caused by accident, misuse, abuse or improper care is not
covered by this warranty. See maintenance instructions for proper care and Elite Bath Inc. is not responsible
for removal or installation costs or any consequential costs, brought on by the replacement of a damaged sink.
This warranty applies to all Elite Bath Inc. bronze sinks with protective coating. Proof of purchase (original sales
receipt) must be provided with a warranty claim. This warranty doe not apply to finishes, only protective coating.

WAXED AND PLATED FINISHES

Elite Bath Inc.. Warrants these finishes to be free from defects untrue to that of a cast sink. We do not warranty
these finishes after installation. Please refer to our disclaimer and maintenance sheets to better understand
this warranty.

LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY
CAST BRONZE

This warranty applies to all cast bronze sinks. Casted no less than 5/16 of an inch thick. Elite Bath Inc. guarantees
these sink basins, through normal and proper residential use to last the life of the home. This warranty does not
include finishes or protective coating. This warranty dose not include damaged caused by abuse, accident or
improper care. Please refer to disclaimer and maintenance sheets to better understand this warranty. We care
about your investment, please refer to our return policy.

STAINLESS STEEL

Elite Bath Inc. guarantees our individually fabricated stainless steel sinks through normal and proper residential
use to last the life of the home. This warranty dose not include damaged caused by abuse, accident or improper
care. Please refer to disclaimer and maintenance sheets to better understand this warranty. We care about your
investment, please refer to our return policy.

Disclaimer

Fine Art Patina Finishes: Elite Bath Inc…will not accept responsibility for changes to your patina finish. Fine art
finishes will vary, no two will be exactly alike only very similar. We have gone through great efforts to develop
the most stable patinas for your bronze sink. Regardless, your bonze will continue to age, darkening of the colors
already displayed. The change could be more dramatic depending on the environment your sink is exposed to.
Sunlight and moisture are two variables that can dramatically change your Fine Art Patina Finish. Our Fine Art
Finishes are sealed with a thick protective coating to prevent moisture from contacting the metal surface. We
would recommend not placing your sink under a window where there is a lot of sunlight.Protective Coatings
Elite Bath Inc , only accepts responsibility for defective coatings. These coatings will show poor adhesion to the
surface of your sink, as determined by our inspection. Please refer to our return policy and warranty. Plated and
waxed finishes. Elite Bath does not accept responsibility to damaged finishes. We do not accept responsibility
for color changes or damage caused by poor customer maintenance. These solid cast sinks are hand crafted, thus
will not have a perfectly machined surface. Each sink may have small irregularities on the shape and surface of it.
Small indentations, “ pin holes, hairline cracks”, varying color tones, none of these things constitute factory flaws.

Return Policy
If you have somehow damaged your sinks finish, beyond your means of repair. For a fee and shipping we will
replace or repair your sink.

503-864-9040 FAX 503-864-4406

